


If it is going on or is about to 
happen in Portland, Live 95.5 is 
the station that captures the 
event and connects listeners with 
it. 

Live 95.5 is the only Live and 
Local contemporary radio station 
in Portland. The station is 
targeted musically and 
promotionally for the 18-44 year 
males and females, reaching over 
156k Facebook followers.

Target Audience



HIP, LIVE, CURRENT
Our audience is active, educated, hip, 
family oriented and in the know. LIVE 95.5 
has an obligation to our listeners to 
accurately represent the music, attitude, 
and style of today’s trendsetters. We do 
just that. Our jocks are live, local and we 
connect with the Portland consumer 
market. 

MAINSTREAM + 
RELEVANT
Today’s largest consumer group wants the 
best and most current hits. We give it to 
them. LIVE 95.5 listeners are brand 
ambassadors for us and they will be for 
you as well. Our listeners are the most loyal 
consumers in the market.

IN-TOUCH
We are everywhere. East, West, North, 
South… LIVE 95.5 has your consumers 
covered. Live at a major concert event or 
tailgating at one of Oregon’s favorite 
sports teams, we are in front of your 
audience and talking to them everyday.

Target Audience



Target Audience243,600+
Weekly listeners

Hosts
Brooke and Jeffrey, Ashley Z, Julian, 
Erik & Alex

Live & Local
Studios in Downtown PDX

Consistency
Strong and consistent with adults 18-44 
and 25-54 

55%
of listeners attended college

59%
of listeners have a household 
income of $75k+

152,000+
Followers on Facebook

Community
Our station and its personalities are 
always out meeting the listeners. 
Some of our annual events include: 
My Muddy Valentine, Girls World 
Expo, Shamrock Run-Leprechaun Lap, 
Truck Load of Coats, Strides Against 
Breast Cancer, and the AIDS Walk. Source: Nielsen Scarborough, Portland, OR MSA, R2 2021 (Jul20-Jul21), 

M-Su 6a-12m, A18+, KBFF-FM. Facebook followers as of 3-3-2022

Acquisition
Listeners are more likely to purchase 
in many categories: auto, furniture, 
electronics, mattresses, home security 
systems, etc.



Target Audience

• Superserving adults in their 30s, 
average age of 38.2

• Over 55% of the audience falls in 
the A25-44 demo

• 45% male / 55% female
• Also effective with A18-44 & A25-54
• Reaches single adults and young 

families
• 44% have children under 18 living at 

home
• 20% have a college degree or more 

and 55% have some college
• 57% are homeowners
• 59% of the audience has a 

household income of $75k+
• 59% work full- or part-time 

while 14% are either students or 
homemakers and that’s the reason 
they are not employed

Target Audience

Source: Nielsen Scarborough, Portland, OR MSA, R2 2021 
(Jul20-Jul21), M-Su 6a-12m, A18+, KBFF-FM



Live 95.5 Listeners Are in the 
Market to Buy

Shopped at Forever 21 (past year): Index 124
Used Snapchat (past month): Index 127
Snow skied/snowboarded (past year): Index 
127
Visited a theme park (past year): Index 148
Ordered Dominos (past month): Index 178
Ate at a sports bar (past month): Index 148
Purchased/Shopped at Nordstrom: Index 128
Drank pre-mixed cocktails (past month): 
Index 143
Purchased electronics (past year): Index 110
Spent $100-$499 on skin care items (past year): 
Index 120
Visited Dutch Bros. Coffee: Index 153
Plan to purchase a mattress (next year): 
Index 191

Target Audience

Source: Nielsen Scarborough, Portland, OR MSA, 
R2 2021 (Jul20-Jul21), M-Su 6a-12m, A18+, KBFF-FM



Personalities

Brooke and Jeffrey in the Morning
AMD Monday - Friday: 6am – 10am

Brooke has worked in morning radio for over 12 years and has hosted Top 40 radio's first all 
female morning drive show in Spokane, served as music director and morning co-host of "The 
Buckhead Show" in Portland, started another all female morning show in Seattle and has most 
recently found her radio match with Jubal Flagg. At the start of 2011, "Brooke & Jubal in the 
Morning" was launched on MOViN 92.5 and Seattle hasn't been able to recover since. Brooke and 
the crew can also be seen on FOX TV's "Dish Nation", a nationally syndicated
entertainment news program. She was voted by Evening Magazine one of the "Top 25 Most 
Beautiful People in the Northwest" alongside Ryan Reynolds, Isaiah Mustafa and and is humbled 
to serve as a spokesperson for the Komen Foundation and the American Heart Association.

Jeffrey, also known as “Young Jeffrey”, will take the reigns as the co-host with Brooke. As a 
nationally syndicated Radio Personality & Executive Producer, he has been described
as the “heart and soul” of the popular show. He is best known for his parody songs (“Song of
the Week”) which he performs LIVE on the show every Friday morning. He’s written and sung
over 300 songs to date which have garnered millions of viral views and even coverage on CNN

International News. Originally from LA, radio is in Jeffrey’s blood - his mother was a producer and 
songwriter for LA’s infamous Dr. Demento Show. Jeffrey moved to Seattle to attend The University 
of Washington and couldn’t resist continuing his family’s radio legacy. For 10 years, Jeffrey has
brought energy and sarcasm to the Seattle airwaves, but is still anxiously awaiting a call from
Capitol Records to finally sign him to a Multi-Million Dollar Record Deal.

Jose is known for his crazy stunts, and high energy. He has an arsenal of impressions and 
characters and has a very unique laugh and positive attitude. Jose opened a few comedy shows 
for Jubal Flagg and quickly developed a friendship which turned into a position came open on the 
radio show and Jose has been on the show ever since! He now travels the country doing comedy. 
Jose says, “When your dreams start coming true, no one can bring you down!! 

Endorsements are $1000/month ($500/mo for Jose or in addition to BnJ) with a 6 month minimum advertising commitment @ $3,000/month; Appearances start at $500 each



Personalities

Ashley Z
Monday - Friday: 10am – 2pm

Ashley got her break in radio thanks to an internship with 
Ryan Seacrest at his famous Ryan Seacrest Productions in 
Los Angeles, CA. She’s been on the air in Sacramento, 
Atlanta, Cleveland, Dallas, Austin, Seattle, and now Portland! 
She’s currently studying business at Harvard Business 
School Online and hopes to earn her MBA in the next few 
years. Ashley loves to read and is obsessed with skincare 
and her 2 kitties, Oakley and Raspberry.

Endorsements are $500/month with a 6 month minimum 
advertising commitment @ $3,000/month; 

Appearances start at $300 each



Personalities

Julian Neih
Monday - Friday: 2pm – 6pm

Those who know Julian best describe him as interesting, unique, 
and good-hearted. But really, he’s a pretty simple guy that just 
loves to entertain. Originally from Washington D.C, Julian was 
blessed to start his career in his hometown. From Washington 
D.C., he could be heard in Chicago, Phoenix, San Francisco, 
and now Portland. Portland is a very special and weird place and 
Julian loves weird. He embraces weird. Maybe because we’re all 
weird in our own way. Julian also has a major sneaker collecting 
problem which could be why he’s still single. 

Endorsements are $500/month with a 3 month minimum advertising commitment @ $3,000/month; 
Appearances start at $300 each



Personalities

Erik Zachary
Monday - Friday: 6pm – 10pm

Erik Zachary was born on September 11th, 1991. Raised in Bartlett, IL (a western 
suburb of Chicago), Erik grew up learning the ins and outs of his Parents' mobile DJ 
company which naturally lead to him being in the spotlight at a very young age. By 7, 
he had already begun a child modeling and acting career and was quickly becoming 
acclimated to talking into a microphone. Although he continued to participate in 
acting throughout high school, Erik quickly realized his favorite part about being on 
stage was engaging with the crowd and performers alike. During his sophomore 
year, he was asked to MC his High School's talent show and it was this moment that 
he shifted his primary focus to hosting, both on stage and on-air.
When Erik was 16 years old, he launched his own internet radio station (from his 
parent's basement) and invited friends and neighborhood bands on as guests, even 
going so far as to receive sponsorship from local businesses. After graduating from 
Bartlett High School in 2010, he furthered his education at Columbia College 
Chicago where he studied Television and Radio Broadcasting from which he 
graduated summa cum laude with a bachelor’s degree.

Aside from growing his radio career, Erik used his early twenties as a time to begin 
developing, producing and releasing various digital projects across YouTube both 
under his own channel (over 5 million views) and for Departure Films.

His video content and national radio shows led to his discovery by Viacom who 
relocated him to New York City to serve as a host on MTV's Summer in the City and 
the official revival of TRL. At Viacom he continued on to host and voice a variety of 
shows for the MTV and Viacom Digital Studio network, including TRL, MTV PUSH, 
The VMAs Red Carpet LIVE, SXSW, VidCon, How Far is Tattoo Far, The Sneak 
Peak Show, and more.

Endorsements are $500/month with a 3 month minimum 
advertising commitment @ $3,000/month; 

Appearances start at $300 each



Personalities

Alex Angelo
Saturday: 8pm – 12am

Pronouns: He, Him. Born in Florida, and growing up in Ohio, primarily 
Cleveland and Cincinnati, Angelo recalls that his earliest musical motives 
were driven by his love for dance and djing.  At the age of 7, Alex was 
dancing for the Cleveland Cavaliers.  At the age of 10, he was Djing in the 
arena during games.  At the age of 12, he had a weekly radio mix show 
on Radio Disney. Alex’s mom is a public school music teacher, and Alex 
decided early on that he wanted to be the artist ON the records, not just 
playing and dancing to the music.   Through his teens, Alex toured with 
Austin Mahone, Jake Miller, Shawn Mendes, Fifth Harmony and self-
released several songs that have totalled millions of listens on Youtube, 
Spotify, Apple Music, etc.

Now 20, living in Nashville, TN,  Alex has grown as a producer/songwriter 
learning from the likes of  Kenneth “Babyface” Edmonds and Antonio 
Dixon. (Chris Brown, Bieber, JOJO, Omarion). Patrick "J. Que" Smith 
(Usher, Britney Spears, Jennifer Lopez, Beyoncé, Fantasia Barrino, Ciara, 
Avant, Chris Brown, Ariana Grande, The Gospellers, and Omarion.) His 
mentor continues to be collaborator, songwriter, producer, and engineer, 
David “DQ” Quiñones. (Beyonce, Jason Derulo, Demi Lovato). He 
continues to songwright and produce music for himself and other artists.

Hear Alex Angelo "In The Mix" every Saturday starting at 8p to get your 
night started!

Endorsements are $500/month with a 3 month minimum 
advertising commitment @ $3,000/month; 

Appearances start at $300 each



Coverage Map



Audience Tactics

• Streaming simulcast spots
• Streaming player banner
• Video pre-roll :15
• Website Takeovers
• Social Media Sweepstakes 

Platform
• YouTube and Soundcloud 

Channels
• Programmatic- Retargeting-

Search Targeting
• Mobile to Social
• Managed networks
• Lead generation 



KBFF-FM | Live 95.5
This mass-appeal format is consistently a top choice for all listeners 
in Portland, reaching 256,700 Adults 18+ each week*. 
Live 95.5 plays a unique blend of Today’s Modern Mix to target the 
forward-thinking and trendsetting consumers who are at the peak of 
their earning and spending years. The median age of the Live 95.5 
listener is 34.9*. These active listeners’ mobile lifestyle no longer 
allows marketers to reach them through traditional methods. That's 
why Live 95.5 focuses on cutting-edge promotions and compelling 
programming to grab the attention of this transitory consumer. 

Call letters: KBFF-FM  Format: Hot AC   Frequency: 95.5
Demo: 18-49/25-54  Website: live955.com

All estimates based on Portland, OR MSA and Mon-Sun 6a-12m.
Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding. 
Median Age cannot be calculated above 65. *Data © 2022 Nielsen Audio, Portland, OR Nov 21/Dec 21/Jan 22

Source: Nielsen Scarborough, R2 2021 (Jul20-Jul21), Cume Adults 18+

Listener Profile

Gender: 
• Male:  45%
• Female 55%

*Median Age: 34.9

Education:
• H.S. Grad/GED 34%
• Some College 35%
• College Degree+ 20%

Home Ownership:
• Own 57%
• Rent 36%

Employment:
• Full-time 47%
• Part-time 12%

Source: Nielsen Scarborough, R2 2021 (Jul20-Jul21)

Weekly Programming

M-F 6A-10A Brooke & Jeffrey
M-F 10A-2P Ashley Z
M-F      2P-6P Julian
M-F 6P-10P Erik
Sat        8P-12A Alex

News, Traffic, & Weather Billboards

Data © 2022 Nielsen Audio, Nov 21/Dec 21/Jan 22


